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NOHrD Combi and swim trainer for wall bars  
 

The combi and swim trainer - the perfect
addition to the NOHrD wall bars. It can be
hung at different heights on the rungs or
used upright for leg training. With the
CombiTrainer, around 35 selected
additional exercises are available.

 CHF 799.00  
      

      

Secure hold
The rollable seat and lying surface is covered with a special adhesive surface to ensure a secure hold
during training.

Secure footing
The CombiTrainer stands securely on the floor thanks to the foldable base. As soon as the
CombiTrainer is hooked higher into the wall bars, the angle of the base changes.

High quality
The CombiTrainer is made of solid wood. The training ropes are easy to grip and you can easily hang
the CombiTrainer on the wall bars after training.

Quiet and effective
The rollers of the seat and lying surface glide quietly over the guide rail and provide good support. You
train exclusively with your own body weight.

Exercise with your own body weight - sitting, lying and standing: With the CombiTrainer for the WallBars,
you can train all muscle groups effectively and specifically, turning the wall bars into a multifunctional
training station.

The CombiTrainer's pulleys always run silently and smoothly over the ball-bearing rollers. The rollable
lying surface is covered with a special adhesive surface to ensure a good grip in all positions during
training. You train exclusively with your own weight.
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The base of the CombiTrainer can be folded away after training, allowing the trainer to be hung on the
wall bars to save space.

Can be attached at different heights
Bench incl. anti-slip cover (rubberized nubbed fabric)
Sturdy metal base (foldable)
can be stowed away to save space
Wall bars not included in the price
Weight approx. 15kg
Dimensions: approx. 190 x 60cm
lying surface: 85 x 35cm

Available in the following wood finishes: Ash, oak, oak stained in vintage look, club sport, walnut or
cherry.

Upholstery cover made of non-slip cover (leather-like) in black
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